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I am so grateful that I can continue to 
stay connected with others through Well 
Connected programs in this world of 
COVID shutdown!”  
Aroon
Participant & Facilitator

“
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Welcome to the 
Well Connected Community

Well Connected is a phone and online community offering activities, 
education, friendly conversation, and an assortment of discussion and 
support groups to older adults all from the comfort of home. Our 
community consists of participants, staff, facilitators, presenters, and other 
volunteers who care about each other, and who value being connected to 
engaging content, and to each other. Well Connected members can play a 
game, learn a language, write a poem, go on a virtual tour, meditate, share 
a gratitude, get support, and most importantly, connect and engage with 
others every day across the country. All groups are accessible by phone 
or on online. Well Connected is a Community Service of Covia and is free 
of charge to all participants and available to adults over the age of 60.

Be the first in your state to enjoy Well Connected

Well Connected engages more than 3,000 older adults 
across 49 states 

Participants already enjoying Well Connected
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How It Works
Register for the program
• You can register and participate at any time.

Handouts and Call-ins 
• Some groups have handouts that can be mailed to you if you are not 

online. Sign up in advance for handouts.
• If you need help getting into groups, we can call you! Call the office to 

request a call into a group.

Join by Phone
 All groups may be joined by telephone using a toll-free phone number.

Join Online
 All groups may be joined online with a device that connects to the  
 Internet.
• Well Connected uses two different conferencing platforms.
• Sign up in advance, and you will get an email the morning of the group 

(check your spam folder!) with a link to join.
• Click the link to enter.
• Allow the system to access your microphone and speakers.
• If you need tech help, contact us and we can send you more detailed 

instructions, or walk you through how it works.

Call the office at (877) 797-7299 to get started, or if you have questions.

Browse the materials, find a group that interests you
• There is no limit to the number of groups you may join.
• Check the Participant Calendar for group times in your time zone, and 

for information about how to join.
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Violation of the above guidelines may be 
grounds for dismissal from the program.

Program Guidelines
Confidentiality
• Never share any private information over the phone or online.
• Only registered participants have access to activity code numbers.
• The opinions expressed by facilitators and participants are their own 

and do not necessarily reflect the views of Well Connected or Covia.
• Groups may be recorded with notification for quality assurance 

purposes.
• Well Connected and Covia will not share your personal information with 

anyone without your consent. 

Phone/Online Etiquette
• Ensure that you are in a quiet environment before joining a group.
• Please try to join activities at the time they begin. 
• Be prepared to identify yourself with your first name when you join the 

group and before you speak for the benefit of everyone.
• When you are not speaking, please mute your line to avoid background 

noise.
• On the phone: press the MUTE button on your phone or *1.
• Online: click on the microphone icon or button on the screen

• If you are having trouble with your device, please do not disrupt the 
group, test your speakers and audio before you join, use your mobile/
tablet in landscape mode. Consider taking a class if you need help with 
the technology.

• Consider using a wired headset for the best audio/online quality.

Group Etiquette
• Allow the Facilitator to guide and direct the flow of the group. 
• Everyone’s opinion is valuable and must be respected in all groups.
• Allow every member the opportunity to participate and be heard.
• Do not monopolize the conversation.
• Proselytizing, arguing, or directing hurtful or disrespectful remarks at 

any member is forbidden.
• Life presents us with challenging issues, and we might not always 

agree. Please be thoughtful when discussing sensitive topics.
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Spring & Summer 
program guide and 
schedule

Handout: A group that includes a handout.  Handouts 
can be received by mail. Please complete the Group 
Registration Form at least two weeks prior to the activity 
you’d like to join and return it to us by mail, email, or 
phone

Registration Required: A group that you have to sign 
up for in advance. To register, call the office, email us, or 
fill out the online form

New: An all-new Well Connected group

legend

Well Connected is accessible to low 
vision and blind participants. Materials 
are available in large print, Braille, and 
audio.
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Champions

We celebrate partnerships with five 
universities last session, providing 
substantive intergenerational conversations 
for the first time on Well Connected, and 
valuable experiences for younger people. 
We would like to thank the following 
institutions: California State University 
Fullerton, Central Michigan University, 
Pacific University in Oregon, Palo Alto 
University (CA) and the University of New 
Hampshire. The more than a dozen 
students who joined us last session 
provided 12 groups and 80 hours of 
programming, offering support, discussion, 
art, and health and psycho-social education 
that were enjoyed by approximately 200 
participants. 

One Well Connected participant commented 
in a survey, “They learned as much as we 
did. There is a VERY BIG NEED for this 
type of communication.”

Conversations across the generations are 
so important for us all. Thank you to the 
students who made them happen: Kathleen 
Amaral, Lourie Bonsu, Cassandra Dias, 
Phalguni Freeman, Paige Heintskill, 
Madeline Jacobs, Giovanna Lara, Paige 
Roehr, Carolyn Ross, Kim Tribulski, Kasey 
Vallee, Jasmine Wilson, and their guest 
students!

“It has been an honor to hear everyone’s 
stories, and to be able to be a part of your 

journey through Well Connected.” 
- Jasmine Wilson, Masters student, at Palo Alto 

University in California

“The Well Connected community provides 
a compassionate and supportive space for 

understanding loss and promotes progress on 
the path to growth and healing.” 

- Kim Tribulski, MSW candidate, Cal State, 
Fullerton
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Champions

“I feel so lucky to have been able to offer 
support to the folks of Well Connected and to 

have been enriched by their conversations and 
stories.”

- Cassandra Dias, Palo Alto University

“Being able to bring together different 
generations has been a highlight of my week, 

and is an experience I treasure. The CMU 
students and I have learned so much through 

the participants’ sharing their life advice and 
experiences. We would like to express our 

gratitude for everyone who has participated in 
our group and welcome anyone interested in 
intergenerational topics and conversations!”  

- Paige Heintskill, Central Michigan University

“We loved sharing our passion for 
psychoeducation with folks across the 

country. Even more, we were able to see how 
meaningful Well Connected is to participants in 
a time where connection and community come 

with so many barriers.”  
- Paige Roehr, PhD student, from Pacific 

University in Oregon
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All the Way to Timbuktu
5/24
We will enjoy three weeks in the Sahel and Timbucto. Along the way we 
will stop by Kombole, and enjoy Moptis River life.
Presented by Joya Chatterjee

Oakland Hikes   
6/7
Our wings may be clipped, but beautiful walks in our hometown of Oakland, 
California, are plentiful, and we’d love to show you around. Among the places 
we’ll visit are Sausal Creek/Dimond Canyon, Sibley and other parks, Bay 
Bridge, Lake Merritt, Downtown, Port of Oakland, and neighborhood Secret 
Staircases. Come walk with us! 
Presented by Terry and Steve Englehart

Road Trip through Wyoming, Montana & Alberta
6/14
Join us on a mountain road trip through five national parks: Yellowstone & 
Glacier in the U.S. and Waterton Lakes, Banff & Jasper in Canada. 
Highlights include a drive on the Going-to-the-Sun Road, a hike through 
the Old Faithful Geyser Basin, a visit to the Athabasca Glacier, and 
encounters with mountain goats, bighorn sheep, and pikas.
Presented by Amy Brokering

Japan: From Food to Fun in the Fast East
6/21  
Kon’nichiwa! Come join us as we travel the beautiful and historic country of 
Japan. We will visit the huge metropolis of Tokyo, the ancient prefecture of 
Kyoto and the modernized city of Hiroshima. 
Presented by Monica and Don Berkman

Armchair Travel
Mondays, 5/24 – 8/16 

(no groups on 5/31 or 7/5)  
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Armchair Travel

Odd, Dangerous, and Adorable Desert Critters
6/28 
The Sonoran Desert can look like another planet with its regal saguaro 
cactus and dry rocky landscapes. What kind of out-of-this-world animals 
would make their home in such an unwelcoming place? Learn about some 
of the creepy, bitey, cuddly, and smelly creatures who call this biome home.
Presented by Tanya Ahern

Climbing Mt. Everest, Reflections on a Life of Looking Up 
7/12  
Beginning with a fascination with high places and mountains, join us for an 
epic journey of living the dream to climb the highest of high points. 
Presented by Larry Laverty

Vietnamese Hill Tribes 
7/19  
Ethnic minorities in Vietnam are mostly hill tribes residing at high altitudes 
in the mountains. In particular, the Sapa area in the northwest of Vietnam, 
near the border with China, is a center of Vietnamese tribal culture. The 
small town of Sapa has only about 3,500 people, while the Sapa district 
holds about 32,000 people. 52% of the population of the district is H’mong 
ethnic minority, 25% are Red Dao tribe, 5% are Tay tribe, 2% are Giay 
tribe, and others are Muong, Thai, Hoa, and Xa Pho. Most noteworthy, 
each hill tribe in Sapa in Vietnam has its unique language, culture, and 
historical background.  
Presented by Julie Jones

More than the Blues: Folsom, CA 
7/26   
Travel 22 miles northeast of the state capital of Sacramento to Folsom, a 
city with many natural areas where you can escape the urban landscape, 
and relax in nature. Folsom may be famous for its prison and the Johnny 
Cash song, but there’s so much more to this city along the Sacramento 
River. Visit this famous and fun little town.
Presented by Teresa Abney, Covia Associate Director Market Day

Mondays, 5/24 – 8/16 
(no groups on 5/31 or 7/5)  
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Across the US by Bicycle
8/2
It will take us less than an hour to make this three-month trip from Virginia 
Beach, VA to San Francisco, CA! Along the way we’ll meet some folks who 
bicycled part way, some others who took us in, and those who provided a 
welcome break from tent camping. You’ll see the corn and wheat of the 
Great Plains, pass through the Rockies, and spectacular canyons of the 
southwest, and a tiny town with a population under 20.  We conclude with a 
ritual dipping of the bicycle’s front wheel in the Pacific Ocean.
Presented by Doug Stetson

Pleasures of the Périgord
8/9 
Travel to the Périgord region of France. Enjoy views of the Dordogne River 
from a bicycle, kayak and hot air balloon. Castles on the old English side 
glower at the chateaux on the French side (remember the Hundred Years 
War). We’ll visit villages built into cliffs that were occupied by Cro-Magnon 
people 20,000 years ago. Then enjoy more pre-history by viewing cave 
paintings in the Font de Gaume cave.
Presented by Ian McDonald

Wonders of Mongolia
8/16  
Mongolia is a small, but very beautiful country in Asia, bordered by both 
China and Russia, both of which have made incursions into Mongolia. We 
will explore one of the oldest monasteries, learn the meaning of the word 
“ger,” and visit the monument to Genghis Khan, who through conquest, 
established the largest empire the world has ever known. We will be 
privileged to go inside the ger, or home, of a nomadic family and learn 
about their way of life.
Presented by Dr. Marguerite McInnes 

Armchair Travel
Mondays, 5/24 – 8/16 

(no groups on 5/31 or 7/5)  
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Arts

Crazy Quilt Workshop 
Saturdays, 6/5 – 7/24
REGISTRATION REQUIRED
Learn how to hand sew a crazy quilt! Come prepared with your own 
excellent pair of sewing scissors, sewing needle, crewel/embroidery 
needle, and gray quilting thread. You will be provided with fabric, 
embellishments, embroidery threads, and pearl cotton threads. Quilting 
kits are generously provided by the facilitator, so please only sign up 
if you can commit to completing this awesome project. 
Facilitated by Gayle Wanamaker

For the Love of Art 
Tuesdays, 6/15 – 8/3
Come and learn new techniques and gain a new skill with acrylic paint. 
This interactive class will take you step by step into creating a different 
painting each week. We will begin with simple creative paintings and move 
into creative projects, all of which you can enjoy from the comfort of your 
home. This class is for beginners, intermediate, and experts. We can learn 
from each other, have a good laugh, and meet new people as we go 
through this journey together. You will need Bristol paper OR any sized 
canvas/canvas board. We will mainly be using 1” or 3/4 flat brush, round 
brushes #4, #8, or #12, a cup of water, a pallet or foam plate, paper towels, 
paint in primary colors including black and white and any additional colors 
you like, and a big smile. 
Facilitated by Sherry Barillas, MSW Intern, California State University, 
Fullerton 

Knit & Crochet Together
Wednesdays, 5/5 – 8/25
People who knit or crochet, from beginners to experts, are invited to grab 
their needles, looms or hooks and join a group of friendly yarn workers to 
chat while we stitch away an hour. You can share what you are working on, 
give others tips on the challenges they have with a project, and enjoy 
learning from others. If you are interested, the facilitator can teach you how 
to loom knit, and all you will need is about $20 in supplies to get started. 
Facilitated by Neva Fairchild, American Federation for the Blind, VA
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With humble beginnings in both San 
Francisco and Oakland, it has been 
fulfilling to see the connection programs 
flourish and become such a powerful 
conduit for meaningful and purposeful 
connection. As I prepare to retire from 
Covia, I look forward to enjoying these 
connection opportunities myself as a 
volunteer or a participant!”

Kevin Gerber, President & CEO of Covia
pictured with Lizette Suarez, Director of Well Connected 
Español and Jeannee Parker Martin, President & CEO of 
LeadingAge CA

“

Arts

Learn to Zentangle®
Fridays, 6/11 – 7/2
Discover a new form of your creativity through this relaxing, mindful art 
form, where mistakes are never made. No artistic training needed. The 
patterns I’ll be showing you are foundational. All you need is some nice 
white paper or square paper tiles 4”x4”, a micron pen (or a fine pointed gel 
pen), a soft #2 pencil and a cotton swab for blending. You’ll be taken step 
by step to make a delightful mini piece of art in each class.
Presented by Elizabeth Smith, Certified Zentangle Instructor
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Conversation

Across the Miles
Wednesday, 4/28
Join us across the miles as the Without Walls Network comes together to 
share stories and talk about life in our different locations throughout the 
United States and Canada.  
Facilitated by Lorraine Novack Voytek, Director, DOROT’s Connect 
Through Tech

Activists R Us!
Wednesdays, 5/5 – 8/25
Democracy needs three things to thrive: voting, the political act, and 
information. Your voice is heard during elections by casting your vote, 
otherwise your voice is heard by committing a political act. We will talk 
about political acts, when and why we’ve committed a political act, what 
leads up to our decision, what sources of information influenced our 
decision, how did we feel before, during, and after the act, did we get 
results or not? We will listen to each other, encourage each other, and learn 
from each other. Democracy is a numbers game - majority rules - add your 
voice to the total. 
Facilitated by Samantha Smith

Aging with Meaning     
Mondays, 5/3 – 5/17
Is there an interesting way to age? From my experience the answer is YES! 
Using our bonus years to explore the basic psychological challenges we 
come up against is the best way to establish meaning in our lives. Each 
session uses a different elder tale to identify primary tasks relevant to the 
aging journey, as well as positive qualities we develop naturally when we 
age consciously. Sessions conclude with take-home reflection questions to 
integrate the material.  
Facilitated by Sandi Peters, MA, Author, Aging with Agency:  Building 
Resilience, Confronting Challenges, and Navigating Eldercare
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Conversation

Agricultural Methods and Soil Restoration  
Sundays, 5/2, 5/16, 6/6, 6/20, 7/4, 7/18, 8/1, 8/15
Agricultural methods vary around the world.  Traditional methods are 
practiced at the same time futuristic methods are becoming established. 
Much of the land that has been in cultivation a long time needs restoration. 
Let’s compare and discuss the methods of agriculture and soil restoration 
so we can understand food production better. 
Facilitated by Linda Adair

Angels in Our Lives     
Wednesday, 7/14
We will share stories of how real-life angels are around us, without us even 
knowing it. You might have experienced a difficult situation, and an 
unknown helper appeared when you most needed them. You are welcome 
to share your experiences.
Facilitated by Marion Mango

Arachnid Fun!    
Fridays, 8/6 – 8/27
Spiders are arachnids, but not all arachnids are spiders. Hmm? Each week 
we will travel and learn about spiders: poisonous, voluptuous, remarkable, 
elegant characteristics, and their magnificent eyes. Our travels will take us 
around the United States, Europe, Jamaica/Caribbean, and Africa.
Facilitated by Gayle Wanamaker

Ask the Attorney     
Fridays, 5/7 – 8/27
A retired California attorney with over 40 years of general legal practice, 
will answer general legal questions, and occasionally discuss an issue of 
general interest to the callers. You can call in to ask a legal question or 
send in a question to coviaconnections@covia.org which will be answered 
on the next call.
Facilitated by Gerald Richards, Esq., Contra Costa Senior Legal 
Services Board
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Conversation

Bird Talk 
Saturdays, 5/1 – 8/28 
Join fellow bird lovers for this informal group to share our admiration and 
memories of our diverse family of feathered friends.
Facilitated by Kaevalya Banks

Coffee Break         
Mondays, 5/3 – 8/30
Wednesdays, 5/5 – 8/25 
Thursdays, 5/6 – 8/26
Sundays, 5/2 – 8/29
Grab a cup of coffee or tea and enjoy an opportunity to chat, tell a story, 
share a memory, catch up, and laugh, with the Well Connected community.
Facilitated by Andy Andersen (Wednesdays), TBD (Mondays), Kathy 
Connelly (Thursdays) and Lisa Wynne (Sundays)

Connect Across Generations 
Tuesdays, 5/4 – 6/8
At every age, we all grow and learn, and we all need human connection. 
We will explore understanding ourselves, the world, and building 
relationships with young people, including loved ones and others, across 
the generational divide.
Facilitated by Nicole Carothers and Cecilia Ding, Graduate 
Counseling Students, Canada and CA

Conversations that Count
Tuesdays, 5/25 – 7/13
Connect with friends and people while learning from experiences and 
viewpoints of others. Oasis-trained volunteers conduct a weekly peer-led 
discussion group to connect adults with resources, information, and others 
that helps increase social engagement. Topics are interactive and open to 
all. Come chat and share on emotional, spiritual, social and physical health 
in a fun and interactive group setting. 
Facilitated by Robin Steis, Oasis Volunteer (www.oasisnet.org)
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Conversation

Creative Conversations
Wednesdays, 5/5 – 7/9 (no group on 6/2)
What does it mean to be a hero? If your foot could talk, what would it say? 
What are the foods and tastes of your childhood? Join me to answer 
questions like these, and have some creative conversations together.
Facilitated by Harla Norman

Elder Salon 
Thursdays, 5/6 – 7/8
Aging is a mystery. Average life-expectancy has grown dramatically in the 
last century. Now, we have an extra 20 to 30 years to face the challenges 
and rewards of getting older. Discuss the rigors, opportunities and surprises 
of this later phase of life. Together we will explore the traditional headwinds, 
the unexpected changes of aging, and the treasures that prevail. Come, 
discover what aging has wrought — elder wisdom in-the-making. This 
group is not prescriptive, it will spontaneously evolve, possibly with 
interactions, poetry, guests, and experiential reports. 
Facilitated by David “Lucky” Goff, PhD and Patt Schroeder

Generations Connect       
Mondays, 5/3, 5/17
Generations Connect in Contra Costa County, CA is a project to promote 
online safety, strengthen intergenerational relationships, and build 
community connectedness. High school youth from Generations Connect 
invite the Well Connected community to join in an intergenerational 
conversation! 
Facilitated by Generations Connect, CA

Growing an Elder Community       
Mondays, 5/3 – 7/5
In community, we will discover what is beautiful about the latter stages of 
life, and how getting older, including as a disabled or homebound person, 
can contribute positively to our culture. This is an opportunity to experience 
what is noble about being human in the world.
Facilitated by David “Lucky” Goff, PhD
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Conversation

Inspire, Be Inspired      
Wednesdays, 7/7 – 7/28
What inspired you today?  Something you saw? Something you did? 
Something you read or recalled from your past? We’ll learn how to look for 
inspiration everywhere and how to create meaningful connections through 
quick conversational sharing.
Facilitated by Irina Patterson

Inspiring Stories  
Saturdays, 5/1 – 8/28
Today’s world inundates us with bad news. Want some hear or share your 
own good news and inspiration for a change? If you need more positivity in 
your life (and who doesn’t?), you’ll enjoy the tender nature of this group.
Facilitated by Janice Rooker and Nicolette Noyes

Keys to Joy        
Saturdays & Sundays, 5/1 – 8/29
Each day we will take a topic from the fields of psychology, spirituality, or 
philosophy geared to increase our happiness. We come not as “experts” 
but as fellow seekers wishing to warm ourselves at each other’s fires.
Facilitated by Lynn Millar

LGBTQ Chat  
Wednesdays, 5/12, 5/26, 6/9, 6/23, 7/14, 7/28, 8/11, 8/25
This group is intended for participants who identify as LGBTQ, and is 
an opportunity to connect with others socially in a supportive environment, 
where participants can share individual and collective experiences. We will 
create an inclusive place to share our stories with each other and build a 
sense of community. 
Facilitated by Jerry W. Brown, Covia Senior Director Affordable 
Housing
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Conversation

Memory Café 
Thursdays, 5/13, 5/27, 6/10, 6/24, 7/8, 7/22, 8/12, 8/26
Remembering our youth of days ago, the family gatherings, old movies and 
songs, the favorite special holidays and of course moms cooking, all those 
childhood memories, and much more.  Connecting to our past can be fun 
and comforting. Reminiscing with friends to bring lots of warm laughter and 
making more memories. 
Facilitated by Ryen Gallagher, Easterseals NH

MyIntent Project 
Tuesdays, 8/17 – 8/31
MyIntent Project is a catalyst for meaningful conversations and positive 
action.  In this group, we aim to share truth and inspiration with each other 
through the questions posed in What’s Your Word cards and questions.
Facilitated by Amber Carroll, Covia’s Director of Well Connected

Newcomers Welcome       
Mondays, 5/10, 5/24, 6/14, 6/28, 7/12, 7/26, 8/9, 8/23
Are you confused about how to start “connecting” with Well Connected? 
We will guide you through the process of making that first phone call or 
how to join online. Learn about what those icons mean in the catalog, or 
how to take a turn to talk. No question is too silly or simple!  
Facilitated by Donna Mossholder

Pet Tales    
Saturdays, 5/22 – 8/14
Share stories about your animal companions, past or present, with others 
who also appreciate furry, feathered, and gilled friends.
Facilitated by Anne Sanabria and her dogs, Ringo, Butchie, Freddie, 
and Stevie
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Conversation

State of Well Connected 
Wednesdays, 5/19, 8/18
Join us to learn more about new and exciting changes afoot in the world of 
Well Connected and Covia/Front Porch. This forum also provides a safe 
space to hear from YOU!  What are your favorite groups, what would you 
like more of? How can we continue to improve the program?
Facilitated by Amber Carroll, Covia’s Director of Well Connected and 
other Covia staff

Walk in Nature 
Fridays, 5/7 – 8/27
Where were you when you saw a spectacular sunset? What wild creatures 
have you encountered? Do you enjoy camping and hiking? Share your 
experiences in nature, discuss geography, and evoke memories that will 
spark the positive associations that nature gives us. 
Facilitated by Lisa Wynne

Women’s Work Part II        
Sundays, 7/4 – 8/29
After an initial week for review, the focus on the central role of fabric in the 
lives of women remains, in the high civilizations of Egypt, Mesopotamia, 
and Classical Greece from 3000-700 BC. However, men are now involved. 
Organization, innovation, trade, profit, and storytelling characterize the 
expansion of commercial textile trading during this time.
Facilitated by Alane Spight

Where Were You When?    
Saturdays, 5/15 – 8/21
Don’t you love thinking back to the good ‘ole times when life wasn’t so busy 
and confusing? Join us for some reminiscing as we ask: “Where were you 
when…?”
Facilitated by Janice Rooker
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Creative Writing

Journal Writing       
Thursdays, 5/13, 5/27, 6/10, 6/24, 7/8, 7/22, 8/12, 8/26
Decades of research on journal writing show enormous benefits to one’s 
health through a process of healing through self-discovery. We will practice 
effective journal writing for novice to experienced writers, on a journey of 
gratitude, self-awareness, and emotional well-being.
Facilitated by Rita Goldhor

Legacy Letters  
Thursdays, 5/6, 5/20, 6/3, 6/17, 7/1, 7/15, 8/5, 8/19 
Participants will practice writing techniques for exploring their own legacy, 
or the legacy of a parent or ancestor of importance to them. Revealing the 
truth of the past is profoundly valuable work for everyone who has lived on 
this earth. Please join us to explore the story of our lives. 
Facilitated by Sheppard Kominars, PhD, Author, Write for Life: 
Healing Body, Mind & Spirit through Journal Writing

Letter Writing from the Heart    
Tuesdays, 5/4 – 6/8
Writing letters from the heart to friends and family—and sometimes 
strangers—has many benefits. Among them are gaining control over your 
life by sharing feelings, reaching closure, and rekindling lost friendships. 
Each session explores one particular kind of letter – appreciating, thanking, 
forgiving, apologizing, sympathizing, and saying goodbye.
Facilitated by Ken Mitchell, Author of Eight Tomatoes: Letters from 
the Heart That Heal, Fulfill & Forgive

Poetry 
Sundays, 5/2 – 8/29
Share poetry that you have written or that you admire, and join in a lively 
discussion about the poems.
Facilitated by Anne Allen
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Creative Writing

Poetry Workshop       
Mondays, 5/3 – 8/30
Come all who are eager to explore the craft of poetry as you embrace your 
own life experiences. This writing workshop is for anyone who has ever 
wanted to write a poem, as well as poets who have been writing for years. 
You will explore how poetry works, how to express yourself in new ways, 
and share your insights with others in a creative, safe environment. Every 
area of your life can benefit from creative encouragement. Do not wait for 
inspiration; be the source of it with your own pen! We will share our efforts 
with others in the group via email. 
Facilitated by Dr. Sheppard B. Kominars, PhD, Published Poet 

Rhymes and Stories Shared 
Tuesdays, 5/4, 5/18, 6/1, 6/15, 7/6, 7/20, 8/3, 8/17
We will explore creativity and how each of us expresses creativity in our 
lives. We will share our own poetry and prose, or works that have inspired 
us. We will discuss how and why we were touched by what was presented. 
You may have your creativity inspired, as well as discover more about our 
fellow participants, and the many ways we are all creative.
Facilitated by Barbara J. Williams, RN (Ret.)

Writing Workshop   
Sundays, 5/2 – 7/25
Join this peer group for supportive discussions, suggestions, and feedback 
about what you are writing. Get those creative juices flowing! Participants 
are invited to offer ideas for writing exercises.
Facilitated by Jerry Sexton, MFA, Published Author and Poet
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Entertainment & Music

All Request Music Group
Sundays, 5/2, 6/6, 7/4, 8/1
Call in to request the title track from your first record, your favorite song 
from your first dance, the song you listened to over and over again in your 
car way back when. Have fun laughing, reminiscing, singing, and tapping 
your feet. You may even have the urge to get up and dance! 
Facilitated by Libby Linden-Chirlian, Musician

Music’s Memory Lane 
Tuesdays, 5/4 – 8/31
We’ll discuss a hit song, vintage television variety show, or a memorable 
musician in music history. From Big Band music to the Beatles, we’ll dive 
into our recollections of concerts, lyricists, and pop culture. We will then 
hear musical requests and discuss.
Facilitated by Steve Maraccini

Open Mic 
Thursdays, 5/6 – 8/26
All are welcome to perform, big talent not required. Singing, spoken word, 
stand-up comedy, play an instrument, read a poem, or tell a (clean) joke! 
Enthusiastic spectators are also welcome.
Facilitated by Nicolette Noyes

Podcast Sampler
Mondays, 5/3, 5/17, 6/7, 6/21, 7/5, 7/19, 8/2, 8/16
Discover intriguing life stories, science, history, and imaginative ideas. A 
treasure trove of Podcasts, internet-based streaming audio shows, is 
waiting for you. Whether you are a regular Podcast-listener or are Podcast-
curious, come listen to selections that have been curated for the interests of 
the Well Connected community. 
Facilitated by Marlene West
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In this time of political and cultural conflict, 
there is a great need for programs and services 
that bridge the divide.  Well Connected does an 
excellent job of attracting and serving older 
people from diverse backgrounds and regions 
of our country.  By connecting socially, sharing 
experiences, and developing caring 
relationships, we realize and appreciate how 
much we have in common.  We enjoy an 
improved quality of life and greater unity in our 
country.  Thank you for this great public 
service.”

Nancy
Participant & Facilitator 

“

Entertainment & Music

Song Lyrics and Other Hysteerics
Thursdays, 5/20 – 8/26
Song lyrics discussed, and those songs will be played. If that weren’t 
enough, time permitting, musical requests can be made.  
Facilitated by Buddy Weisman

TED Talk
Sundays, 5/9, 5/23, 6/13, 6/27, 7/11, 7/25, 8/8, 8/22
TED is a non-profit dedicated to spreading ideas, usually in the form of a 
short, powerful talk. Experience, or recommend a TED Talk, followed by a 
discussion.   
Facilitated by Diana Cheng Lau
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Fun & Games

Bingo    
Saturdays, 5/15 – 8/21
Bingo? On the telephone? You bet! Join us for the classic game of chance 
and a few variations.  Please call the Well Connected office to request 
Bingo cards, including cards in Braille: (877) 797-7299.
Facilitated by and Janice Rooker

Boggle      
Saturdays, 5/15 – 8/21
Have fun finding as many words as you can in a grid of letters in this fun 
and brain-stimulating classic game!
Facilitated by Janice Rooker

Brain Games 
Saturday, 5/29, 7/31
Come and exercise your brain with different kinds of games!
Facilitated by Elantra V.

Charades 
Mondays, 5/3 – 8/30
A spin on the classic guessing game! Join a team, choose a person, place, 
thing, movie or book title, and give verbal clues, without giving the game 
away!
Facilitated by Lisa Wynne

Do You Know What You Don’t Know?   
Sundays, 5/2 – 8/29
Join us for some of facts and fun, we’ll learn about all kinds of things such 
as: the top ten smartest animals; the top 10 strongest animals; the fruit that 
tastes like chocolate, and does the term fathead really have a meaning?
Facilitated by Sharon Schwartz
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Fun & Games

Facts about Foreign Countries 
Sundays, 5/2 – 8/29
Join us if you have an interest in learning new or unusual facts about other 
countries around the world. Andorra, for example, has the world’s highest 
life expectancy, at 82.5 years of age, followed by Japan at 82.1.
Facilitated by Sharon Schwartz

Joke-A-Thon   
Wednesday, 8/11
Are the lines in your face getting longer and deeper, how about creating 
some new laugh lines! Bring a clean joke, listeners welcome.
Facilitated by Marion Mango

Play and Perform with Improv!    
Tuesdays, 5/11, 6/8
How do we use improvisation as a way of life? Improvisation helps people 
stretch their creative muscles and develop new communication skills, and 
feel more connected. We will have fun playing improv games together that 
can help us in everyday life. We will create a safe environment for all. No 
prior improv or theatre experience is needed. 
Presented by Helen Abel and Jill Battalen, Life Performance 
Coaching (www.lifeperformancecoaching.com)

Taboo
Fridays, 6/4 – 8/27
Play the Taboo word guessing game!  Clues are provided, but five obvious 
clue words are taboo, so it’s not as easy as you think!
Facilitated by Marlys Stafford
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Fun & Games

The Memory Game
Tuesdays, 5/4 – 8/31
Use it or lose it! Exercise your brain by being challenged to remember 
items that you’ll have to recall at the end of the group!
Facilitated by Lisa Wynne

Mystery Melody
Saturdays, 5/1 – 7/3
Mystery melody themes with guide words to get you started. Make a list of 
songs related to the following: week 1 9 to 5, work and workers; week 2 We 
are Family, mother, uncle, brother, etc.; week 3 Jump! Spring into action 
verbs; week 4 All Creatures Great and Small, ants, elephants, fish, birds; 
week 5 Annie’s Song, first names; week 6 Let’s Face the Music and 
Dance, the Twist, Cha Cha Cha; week 7 16 Tons, numbers and 
measurements; week 8 Summertime, sun, beach, travel; week 9 The Thrill 
is Gone, songs off the wedding playlist; week 10 You are a Grand Old Flag, 
the US in nouns. 
Facilitated by Jan Knowles

Noggin Joggin’  
Thursdays, 5/6 – 6/10, 7/8 – 8/26
Let’s gets those dendrites going and spice up our brains! We will have 
exercises that may not always be easy but will be a fun way of joggin’ our 
noggins. We’re sure to have a great time along the way. Please join us!
Facilitated by Nicolette Noyes

Tall Tales  
Tuesdays, 5/4 – 8/31
Do you like to tell or listen to a good story? Join the Well Connected “Liars’ 
Club” and see if you can figure out which stories are true and which are 
fanciful fabrications.
Facilitated by Lynn Millar
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Well Connected has been the most 
positive aspect of my life since I joined it 
11 years ago!!  It provides me with 
friendship, intellectual stimulation and 
a very caring community.”

Donna
Participant & Facilitator 

“

Fun & Games

Three Oaks 
Fridays, 5/7 – 8/27
This is role play hour! Dive into a constantly growing, evolving interaction. 
We make it up as we go along. The environment is the group’s decision, 
the character you play is decidedly your own. For an hour a week, be 
anything you want to be, live anywhere you want to live, do anything you 
want to do, reactivate the gift of make-believe you had as a child. Can you 
come out to play? 
Facilitated by Well Connected Participants

Trivia 
Tuesdays (Trivial Pursuit), 5/4 – 8/31
Wednesdays, 5/5 – 8/25       
Sundays, 5/2 – 8/29
Knack for facts? Attempt a guess? Need some clues to get the answer? 
Join in for a fun hour of miscellaneous trivia, entertainment and fun.
Facilitated by Elantra V. (Tuesday), Sue Piecuch (Wednesday), and 
Sharon Schwartz (Sunday)
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Fun & Games

Ungame Group I and II 
Thursdays, 5/6 – 8/26
Fridays, 5/28, 6/25, 7/23, 8/20
In 1969, Rhea Zakich lost her voice for months; she spent most of her time 
listening to others. She emerged from this transformative experience with 
important insight about communication. In an effort to impart these 
lessons, she created The Ungame. Players share opinions in a non-
threatening atmosphere, where there are only winners. As players submit 
their own questions to the game, it evolves into a one-of-a-kind creation. 
On Fridays, take your Ungame II to the next level, fully utilizing the free 
spaces, and stepping up our listening, communicating, and connecting 
skills.
Facilitated by Samantha Smith (Thursday) and Elantra V. (Thursday 
and Friday)

Word Play  
Sundays, 5/2 – 8/29
Join us for challenging and stimulating word games. Test yourself with 
word definitions, scrambled letters, word completions; use clues to guess 
the mystery subject, etc. No winners or losers in these games of fun!
Facilitated by Sharon Schwartz
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Good Reads

Book Club
Sundays, 5/16, 6/20, 7/18, 8/15
We will discuss Together by Tom Sullivan (May); My Life, My Love, My 
Legacy Biography of Martin Luther King by Coretta Scott King (June); A 
Short History of Nearly Everything by Bill Bryson (July) and The Shipping 
News by Annie Proulx (August). You have a whole month to read each 
book. Enjoy a rich conversation about memorable moments in the story, 
flashes of insight, favorite or least favorite characters, and more! 
Facilitated by Janet Nelson and Nicolette Noyes

Book Share 
Saturdays, 5/1, 5/15, 6/5, 6/19, 7/3, 7/17, 8/7, 8/21
Book lovers unite! Call in to discuss and recommend some of your favorite 
books and authors with other book lovers.
Facilitated by Andy Andersen

Gutsy Women       
Wednesday, 6/9
We will hear readings from Chelsea and Hillary Clinton’s The Book of Gutsy 
Women as well as share our own stories.
Facilitated by Marion Mango

Poetically Speaking  
Wednesdays, 5/5 – 8/25
Poetry has been proven to inspire, challenge, console, inform, and help 
heal both the body and soul. Please join us to hear selections of celebrated 
and contemporary poems.
Facilitated by Greg Pond, Poet
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Good Reads

Poems on Joy and Happiness: Watering the Seeds of Happiness 
Fridays, 6/4 – 6/18
What nurtures joy in us? What nurtures joy in other people? Together we 
will explore poems that speak to life’s moments of joy and happiness. 
Through reflection and discussion, we’ll see what we can learn about 
watering the seeds of happiness and joy that live within each of us. The 
class will include poems by Naomi Shihab Nye, Raymond Carver, Muna 
Lee, Yosa Buson, and others.
Facilitated by Mark Thoma, EdD, LCSW

Poetry Reading    
Thursdays, 5/20, 6/17, 7/15, 8/19
Join Sally Love Saunders as she reads and discusses her original poetry. 
You will find her poetry to be enjoyable and easy to relate to.
Facilitated by Sally Love Saunders

Story Time  
Thursdays, 5/6 – 6/10, 7/8 – 8/26
Saturdays, 5/8, 5/22, 5/29, 6/12, 6/26, 7/10, 7/24, 7/31, 8/14, 8/28
What are your favorite short stories? Have you read or written anything 
you’d like to read?  We also read books in serial form each week. Anyone 
is welcome to participate....or you may prefer to just listen to the magic 
provided by others. 
Facilitated by Pat Brunetti and Nicolette Noyes

Writers Read 
Friday, 8/13
Well Connected writers read personal selections from the past session. 
Poetry, short stories, and more! Enjoy the many talents within the Well 
Connected community, or share your original work. To share your work, 
contact the office at (877) 797-7299. 
Facilitated by Patt Schroeder, Covia Program Specialist
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As one of the original Senior Center 
Without Walls participants in 2004 , 
being able to connect with others in Well 
Connected over all of these years, both 
as a participant and a facilitator has 
literally kept me going!”

Anne
Participant & Facilitator 

“

Health & Wellness Tuesdays, 5/25 – 8/10 

Healthy Food Choices to Uplift Your Mood
5/25   
There is a direct connection between how we eat and how we think and 
act. The biochemical basis of this food-mood relationship lies in 
neurotransmitters—the chemical messengers that relay thoughts and 
actions along the neural pathways in your brain. Learn which foods uplift 
mood, reduce stress, and help you sleep better, and how to include them in 
your diet.
Presented by Barbra Cohn, Author of Calmer Waters: The Caregiver’s 
Journey Through Alzheimer’s & Dementia, www.barbracohn.com

Rethinking Aging: A Gerontologist’s Guide
6/1 
Older persons are changing the way we age, creating a bold new path to 
living your best life at every age.  Participants will learn to use a framework 
for rethinking aging that inspires health, happiness, finance, meaningful 
relationships, and engagement in the community where you live.
Presented by Dan Levitt, MSc., CHE, Executive Director, Tabor 
Village, BC, Canada
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Reimagining Dementia, Rediscovering Humanity
6/8 
While millions of people around the world are living with dementia of all 
kinds, it seems clear that what dementia is - and how to relate to it in our 
lives - depends on the lens through which is it is being viewed. Reimaging 
Dementia: A Creative Coalition for Justice is an international group of 400+ 
people, including those living with dementia (young and old), family and 
professional care partners, health professionals, activists, advocates and 
allies, artists, academics, policy makers and others - who share a diverse 
and humanizing lens/vision of dementia care. We invite you to join us in 
learning more about the Coalition and how we can come together to 
reimagine a world that promotes inclusion, relationality, creativity, joy and 
the possibility of growth, for everyone living with, and impacted by, 
dementia.
Presented by Mary Fridley and Dr. Susan Massad, East Side Institute, 
NY, Faculty and Co-Creators of the Joy of Dementia (You’ve Got to 
Be Kidding!)

Clean Indoor Air
6/15 
You may be breathing bad air every day without even knowing it. The 
indoor air quality in your home may be affecting the health of you and your 
family members. Seniors spend 90% of their time indoors. Pollutants that 
are outdoors can be found indoors as well, where they can join forces with 
other irritants. Those can include fumes from combustion devices and 
gas-fired appliances, and allergens such as, house dust mites, and mold. 
We will examine the sources of poor indoor air quality, and inexpensive 
remediation measures.
Presented by Vanessa Talania, Program Manager, BREATHE 
California, www.lungsrus.org 

Health & Wellness Tuesdays, 5/25 – 8/10 
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Being involved with Well Connected has 
been a valuable learning experience, 
allowing me to grow by being exposed to 
different kinds of people and teaching 
me to function within a unique social 
environment.  For helping me develop 
into a much more well-rounded person, 
I’m grateful to each facilitator, 
participant, and staff member.”

Elantra
Participant & Facilitator 

“

Reimagining Aging: Popular Culture 
6/22 
The way older persons are portrayed in the media and society is changing. 
Whether you’re 55 or 71 or 86, it’s time to say: I’m here. Get used to it. So 
go ahead, be part of the movement—and show them how bold you’re 
growing.
Presented by Dan Levitt, MSc., CHE, Executive Director, Tabor 
Village, BC, Canada

Managing COPD
6/29 
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease is a group of chronic and 
progressive respiratory disorders that are characterized by an airway 
obstruction. Damage to the lungs continues to make breathing gradually 
more difficult over time. We will understand COPD and how it affects your 
health, and how to better manage life with COPD. 
Presented by Vanessa Talania, Program Manager, BREATHE 
California, www.lungsrus.org 

Health & Wellness Tuesdays, 5/25 – 8/10 
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Talking with your Doctor
7/6
Seeing a doctor regularly is a vital investment for your health. Regular 
exams catch problems early when they are more treatable. This is 
particularly important for older adults, as susceptibility to illness increases 
with age. We will learn tips to prepare for your doctor visit to make the most 
of your visit.
Presented by Vanessa Talania, Program Manager, BREATHE 
California, www.lungsrus.org 

Is it Cold, Flu, Pneumonia, or COVID-19?
7/13  
The initial symptoms of pneumonia are the same as influenza: fever, a dry 
cough, headache, muscle pain, and weakness. Within hours, there is 
increasing breathlessness; the cough becomes worse and produces a 
small amount of mucus. We will compare the symptoms of these bacterial 
and viral illnesses, and the proper actions to take to maintain your health. 
Presented by Vanessa Talania, Program Manager, BREATHE 
California, www.lungsrus.org 

Daily Cures
7/20 
Life is about transitions, and most of them are challenging. Growing older 
is one we all face if we are fortunate to have a long life. We need all the 
help and encouragement we can get, so join us for a dose of inspiration, 
education, and strategies for the journey. 
Presented by Connie Mason Michaelis, Author, Daily Cures, Wisdom 
for Healthy Aging

Health & Wellness Tuesdays, 5/25 – 8/10 
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Reimagining Caregiving: A Creative Approach to Unpaid Care
7/27  
Everyone wants to be able to live in their own home, their own community, 
as independently as possible for as long as possible. Often, to accomplish 
this goal, one needs an effective support team, including medical 
professionals as well as family members, friends, and community 
members. But what if your support team is overburdened or does not 
exist? Community Care Corps can help. Learn more about this national 
program which funds innovative community organizations to provide non-
medical volunteer services to older adults, adults with disabilities, and 
family caregivers to help them maximize their independence.   
Presented by Sara Paige, OT, PMP, Project Manager, The Oasis 
Institute, MO

Medication and Diabetes Management for Blind and Low Vision 
Adults
8/3    
We will be discussing medication and diabetes management with 
Accessible Pharmacy Services for the Blind, a comprehensive, home 
delivery pharmacy service specializing in the needs of the blind and low 
vision community. Founded by blind and sighted experts in the areas of 
accessibility and medicine, they we are the only provider of its kind.  
Presented by Dr. Jason Barrett, Chief Medical Officer and Andy 
Burstein, Chief Executive Officer, AccessiblePharmacy.com

Circus Arts & the Medical Clown Project
8/10 
Let’s explore how the circus can inspire creative problem-solving, be a 
source of social-emotional health, and can model teamwork, resilience, 
and acceptance of differences. We’ll also celebrate together with moments 
of play and laughter, while we embrace levity.
Presented By Calvin Kai Ku

Health & Wellness Tuesdays, 5/25 – 8/10 
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ElderSAFE Center Workshop: Elder Abuse, Scams, and Healthy 
Relationships 
Thursdays, 6/3 – 6/24
6/3 Scams, Fraud, and Cons
An interactive discussion on the most common scams targeting older 
adults, including how to identify scams, how to protect yourself, and 
information on reporting.
6/10 Understanding Elder Abuse
Be empowered to help prevent and recognize elder abuse in your own 
community. We will discuss the warning signs of abuse and how to best 
support a loved one in need. 
6/17  Healthy vs. Unhealthy Relationships
An interactive discussion on managing the many relationships in our lives, 
recognizing unhealthy patterns, and having healthy boundaries. 
6/24 Stress and Self-Care
How to better understand and manage your stress, and the importance of 
self-care.
Presented by Sydney Palinkas, Community Education and Outreach 
Manager, Charles E. Smith Life Communities, MD

Feel Better with Healthy Movement 
Fridays, 7/23 – 8/27
REGISTRATION & WAIVER REQUIRED 
Are you sitting too much and want to get moving? Do you feel tired all the 
time? Did you know that moving can help you feel more energized, help 
with pain, and slow memory loss? In this group, we will explore a number 
of ways to add movement into your day and share safe movement tips. 
Facilitated by the University of New Hampshire Occupational Therapy 
Department 

Health & Wellness
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Your Brain Health Matters  
Wednesdays, 8/4 – 8/25 
Recognize why your personal brain health matters and be able to identify 
your brain health risks in this high-energy, interactive, introduction to brain 
wellness series. 

8/4 A Guide to Cognitive Fitness
Do you make your personal brain health a priority and not an option? 
Come learn about why your brain health matters and lifestyle factors that 
impact your brain. Leave with four critical areas of brain health and tips for 
how to make them a priority in your daily life. 

8/11 The Social Superpowers of Your Brain
Have you used your social superpowers to give your health a boost? Join 
us to unlock the social superpowers of your brain, why we are wired to 
connect and gain practical tips to stay engaged with others (plus the added 
health benefits!). 

8/18  Physical Activity: Think it. Move it. Do it.
Physical movement and exercise have a significant impact on our brain and 
body. Get the skinny on physical exercise and brain health and then 
experience a brief physical engagement program designed to stimulate 
both the body and the mind. 

8/25 Personal Well-Being
It’s never too early nor too late to start a new brain-healthy habit! Learn 
how personal choices affect your brain health. We will discuss a variety of 
factors that contribute to a healthy lifestyle – both for your body and your 
brain. 

Presented by Dr. Krystal L. Culler, DBH, M.A., Founder & Creative 
Director, and LeAnne Stuver, M.Ed., BSN, Director of Lifelong 
Learning, Virtual Brain Health Center, MD

Health & Wellness
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Languages

Conversations with English Language Learners (ESL)
Fridays, 5/21 – 8/13
Join us for this English conversation group for English language learners 
who would like to improve their fluency.
Facilitated by Rosemarie Bahmani, native German speaker, ESL 
Teacher and Language Development Specialist

Learning Spanish 
Wednesdays, 6/2 – 8/4
Join us to practice your Spanish through conversations, games, and 
interesting topics. Topics will be geared towards participants whose 
knowledge of Spanish is beginning to intermediate level but all are 
welcome. 
Facilitated by Cecilia Shikiya

Practicing German 
Fridays, 5/21 – 8/13
This class is for participants with some knowledge of the German 
language, and who would like to continue their practice.
Facilitated by Rosemarie Bahmani, native German speaker, ESL 
Teacher & Language Development Specialist

Perfecting Our French 
Tuesdays, 5/4 – 8/31
Thursdays, 5/6 – 6/10, 7/8 – 8/26
This French language group will share personal news of the week and 
brush up on language skills. A textbook is used for more instruction. For 
advanced level French speakers only.
Facilitated by Jerry Sexton (Tuesday practice) and Instructor, Jan
Knowles (Thursday)
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Museums at Home Wednesdays, 6/2 – 8/11 

Artists and their Environments
6/2 
Inspired by the changing seasons, we’ll be discussing artists who studied 
and taught at Black Mountain College in Asheville, NC. Within this 
experiential learning community, these artists responded to their 
environment and used the surrounding natural world in their work and 
practice. 
Presented by Theresa Rodewald, Museum of Modern Art, NY

Unframed Traditions: Contemporary Asian Art 
6/9
We will compare and contrast contemporary art by Asian and Asian-
focused artists to the traditions, technologies, styles, and themes of the 
past, and show how they have expanded and moved beyond these links, 
pulling on the threads of tradition to break boundaries for tomorrow. 
Presented by Mary Mead, Asian Art Museum, SF, CA

Bouquets to Art
6/16 
We will begin with how Bouquets to Art started, and became one of the 
most popular events at the FAMSF. We will marvel at the floral designs, the 
materials used, and the floral artists who created them. We will reveal what 
goes on behind-the-scenes to make this highly successful event happen 
each year. In addition, we will examine works of art in the collection, and 
how floral artists have interpreted them in their designs. 
Presented by Maureen Fox, Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, CA
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Museums at Home

Turn On, Tune In, Tap Out
6/23 
CAMH’s Teen Council presents a group exhibition featuring work by over 30 
local teen artists including painting, sculpture, video, and photography. The 
artwork answered the questions, How do you define “The Screen”? How 
does “The Screen” protect you or hold you back? How can you crack “The 
Screen”? Artists responded with both hope and despair, some have found 
their voice and power behind the screen, while others feel muted and a loss 
of control. We will examine the relationship between our bodies and “The 
Screen,” with largely three-dimensional works, in a time when many are 
craving physicality, touch, and in-person experiences, while directly 
responding to this cultural, social, and political moment. 
Presented by Adrianna Benavides, Contemporary Arts Museum 
Houston, TX

The Woven Word: E-Loom-inating Stories of Southwest Textiles
6/30   
We will share some of the stories embedded in the museum’s collection of 
southwest textiles, including a discussion of weaving looms, dyes, Navajo 
Wearing Blankets, Saltillo Serapes and Colcha embroidery. We will also 
take a look at some of the velvets designed and worn by Millicent! 
Presented by Karen Chertok, Millicent Rogers Museum, NM

Leo and Gertrude Stein 
7/7
Join us for a discussion of the early 20th century siblings, Leo and Gertrude 
Stein.  We will examine their movements within the U.S., as well as their flat 
in Paris, and other locales. Although we will take a look at numerous 
paintings within their collection, the focus will be on their relationships.    
Presented by Dave Williams, Chicago, IL  

Wednesdays, 6/2 – 8/11 
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Museums at Home

Vive la France! Unexpected Tales of the French Revolution
7/14     
Did you know that the French hero of the American Revolution was almost 
executed in his homeland? How was one prominent revolutionary killed in 
his bath? Did you know that the future (and first) Empress of all France was 
once a prisoner during the French Revolution? Well…yeah! Tis true! Join us 
for these and so many more tales of the French Revolution on Bastille Day! 
Vive la Revolution!
Presented by Jennifer Lee, South Carolina State History Museum

Dog Days 
7/21
Dogs of all shapes and sizes have been included in art over the centuries. 
We will look at a variety of depictions of our four legged friends and 
discover some of the many ways and meanings of including them in 
paintings and sculptures from around the world and through time.
Presented by Nanette Hanks, Assistant Dean, College of Liberal Arts, 
University of Minnesota 

Enduring Inspiration
7/28
Art, in all its forms, has the power to lift our spirits, fuel our resilience, and 
bring us together as we stay apart. The exhibition focuses on resilience as 
a key theme that has manifested throughout the past year. Our participants 
and teaching artists have worked together using art kits, interactive 
worksheets, virtual classes and phone-based programs as a starting point 
towards creating artwork, to share stories and perspectives on life, through 
art. 
Presented by Jessie McCracken, Covia, Creative Spark and Ruth’s 
Table

Wednesdays, 6/2 – 8/11 
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Thank you for this wonderful 
opportunity to facilitate a group with 
Well Connected. It was an absolute joy to 
do it, very inspiring and fun. I learned a 
lot from it and am taking away many 
gems inherent in the stories everyone 
shared.”

Phalguni Freeman
Palo Alto University

“

Building Bridges: Breaking Barriers
8/4
The exhibition aims to address ageism by highlighting artists who are most 
notable for their ability to transform their practice in the thick of their 
careers, demonstrating a compelling ability to take risks, break new 
ground, and shape attitudes through their artistic practice. Drawing on a 
range of disciplines, from quilt-making, drawing, painting, ceramics, to 
photography, the exhibition reveals that skill, unbound imagination, and 
inventiveness are defining characteristics that only come with age.
Presented by Hanna Regev, Curator, Covia, Ruth’s Table

Aftersound: Frequency, Attack, Return
8/11
Sound has entered contemporary art in profound and unexpected ways. 
We will explore sound’s infiltration into contemporary discussions of aural 
and visual culture, with a particular focus on sound visualization, the 
physics of sound, political uses of sound, i.e. sonic warfare and DIY, as well 
as the resurgence of neo-metaphysical experiments with sound as a portal 
to new sensory experiences.
Presented by Lydia Rosenberg, Miller Institute for Contemporary Art, 
PA

Museums at Home Wednesdays, 6/2 – 8/11 
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Open Studios

Palette Knife Painting
6/3
Carol began painting still life and abstracts through high school and college 
in Colorado, with a prize and honorable mention here and there. Her 
inspiration to paint again in late 2019, took her to flora and fauna, and she 
began painting California fire scenes, in honor and awareness for our 
firefighters. She absolutely loves working with oils and acrylics.
Presented by Carol Martin, www.carolsoriginals.com

Repurposed Art
6/10
Spirit Hill Meditation Garden and Art Studio, in Three Rivers, is Keller’s 
favorite place to be, letting the creative energies have the day. She will 
share repurposed items including hubcaps, skill saws, horseshoes, and 
more, made into art pieces with dots of acrylic. She is currently working on 
a project mixing words with dots on canvas. 
Presented by Shirley Keller

Fogue Studios & Gallery Tour
6/17   
Fogue Studios & Gallery in Seattle is designed to give voice and venue to 
emerging, established, and re-emerging professional artists over 50. We are 
a community of like-minded artists celebrating our creativity and changing 
the cultural perception of aging.  
Presented by Kerry Gates, Owner/Artist, Fogue Studios and Gallery, 
WA

Sumi-e Art
6/24   
Karen will talk about and demonstrate Sumi-e art. Being in the moment is the 
heart of Sumi-e – painting black ink on rice paper, developed in ancient 
China then Japan. The artist emphasizes and imagines the vitality and 
movement of their subject. 
Presented by Karen Dedrickson, Fogue Studios & Gallery, WA

Thursdays, 6/3 – 7/22
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Salvage Art
7/1    
Colleen teaches encaustic/mixed media, collage and assemblage art. Her 
work incorporates many materials including antique documents, books and 
found objects. 
Presented by Colleen Monette, Fogue Studios & Gallery, WA

Romantic Art
7/8 
Sevitt Francis reinvents the romantic genre paintings in her unique 
sensuous, decorative style. The intensity of her creative process is 
manifested in the expression of feminine beauty. Rich jewel like colors 
reflect the underlying passion that motivates her art. Throughout her 
career, the artist has experimented in different styles and techniques.
Presented by Helen S. Francis

Heartfelt Explorations
7/15   
We will view images made using a form of printmaking called monoprinting, 
which uses paint on a plastic plate which is then printed by pressing paper 
onto it. The images can be further manipulated with water soluble crayons, 
watercolor and colored pencils to explore feelings and reflections from the 
artist’s inner life. 
Presented by Cheryl White

The Art of Fighting Cancer
7/22   
How do you draw a comic book that educates, encourages, and entertains 
people fighting cancer? Artist Mike Jaszewski will talk about co-creating 
the cancer fighting super-hero, Proton-Man, including the steps involved in 
illustrating a comic book, developing a character’s look, and some of the 
fun challenges of illustrating a 24-page comic.
Presented by Michael Jaszewski

Open Studios Thursdays, 6/3 – 7/22
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Reflections & Religions

Bible Reading 
Mondays, 5/3 – 8/30
For the first half of our time together, we’ll listen to a reading from a Bible 
passage, followed by sharing prayer requests and praying together.
Facilitated by Andy Andersen

Bible Study
Thursdays, 5/6 – 5/27
Join us as we encourage each other toward love and good deeds through 
the study of scripture in the Book of Hebrews.
Facilitated by Lori Guthrie

Dreams: Hidden Language for Healthy Living    
Saturday, 6/19
Basic tools, insights and awareness to interpret our dreams for healing, 
happiness, wholeness and guidance. Bring a dream to work on in class. 
Facilitated by Mario Lorenzo, Author, Eggs to Ashes

Gratitude      
Every Day, 5/1 – 8/31 
Call our daily Gratitude Groups to share what you feel grateful for in a safe 
and welcoming space. Listen to others share as well for an inspiring way to 
begin each day!
Facilitated by Kaevalya Banks, Betty Broadley, Kathy Connelly, Marie 
Hamilton, Lynn Millar, Lanae Naugle, Nicolette Noyes, Ricki Perlman, 
Sue Piecuch, Rene Philpott, Patt Schroeder, Doug Stetson, Cristina 
Torres, Nancy Walton-House, and Tom White
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Guided Imagery Meditation
Thursdays, 5/6 – 8/26         
Take time to get comfortable, close your eyes, and open your mind to a story. 
Remove all thoughts from your mind and try to ignore pain, stress or tension 
in your body. Then join us on a relaxing journey to take you to all sorts of 
places; some real and some fantasy. 
Facilitated by Sally Tindall Hayward

Let’s Talk About Jesus  
Tuesdays, 5/4 – 7/27
A brief selection from the New Testament, followed by a discussion of its 
implications. 
Facilitated by Brother Drake 

Meditation 
Every Day, 5/1 – 8/31
The direct experience of our own inner reality is called meditation. 
Meditation techniques are mental disciplines that allow us to calm, focus, 
and examine the mind. These groups share 15-20 minutes of silent 
meditation where all lines will be muted. No experience is necessary.
Facilitated by Christine Esenther and Kaevalya Banks

Memorial Service   
Friday, 8/20
Along with commemorating those in our Well Connected community who 
have died, this will be a chance for all of us to process the grief that might 
be close to the surface during a season of holiday celebrations. 
Facilitated by Laura Darling, Covia VP Spiritual Care and 
Communication

Reflections & Religions
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Myth and Meaning 
Wednesday, 5/26         
The word mythology brings to mind fantastic tales full of gods and 
goddesses, heroes and villains, imaginary beasts, exotic locales, and 
damsels-in-distress. But what is mythology? Are myths just primitive 
attempts to explain the universe, entertaining fiction, or is there something 
more to them? We will look at where myths come from, what purpose they 
serve, and what relevance mythology might have in the modern world. 
Presented by Stephen Gerringer, Joseph Campbell Foundation

Religion, Celebration, and Food  
Tuesdays, 5/4 – 6/15
Food is often at the center of religious celebrations throughout the world. 
The Jewish holiday of Passover, for example, requires a platter of symbolic 
items, including a fresh vegetable, bitter herbs, a sweet mixture of apples, 
nuts and honey, as well as an egg, and a chicken or lamb bone. In this 
session we’ll take a look at the important role food plays in many of the 
world’s religious traditions.
Facilitated by Karla Suomala, PhD, Pacific School of Religion/UC 
Berkeley-Extension

Socrates Café  
Mondays, 5/17, 6/21, 7/19, 8/16
Around the world, people of diverse backgrounds gather to think and 
discuss philosophical questions with one another at the Socrates Café. 
“What is beauty?”, “Is it ever okay to lie?” or “Who deserves happiness?” 
may be some of the questions to ponder.
Facilitated by Linda Greenberg, Ph.D.

Reflections & Religions
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Storytelling

Life Story Workshop
Fridays, 5/7, 6/4, 7/2, 8/6
What did you get in trouble for when you were young? What’s the greatest 
historical event you live through? We will guide you through sharing and 
preserving your life stories through facilitated new, engaging prompt 
questions every week. You will hear the amazing life experiences of your 
community members, while having the opportunity to share some stories of 
your own.
Facilitated by Vita Story Club (vitastoryclub.org)

Stagebridge Storytelling
Fridays, 5/21, 6/18, 7/16, 8/20
Listen as Stagebridge Storytellers share personal stories or their take on 
classic stories, folk tales or myths from around the world, such as how the 
moon and stars were created, or how the leopard got its spots. Hear these 
stories come alive! For more information about Stagebridge, call (510) 
444-4755 or visit stagebridge.org. 
Facilitated by Clara Kamunde, Stagebridge, CA

Tell Your Stories 
Mondays, 7/12 – 8/30
We are here to hear each other’s life stories. We are here to voice our love 
and regrets. We are here to create a space to support each other 
emotionally.
Facilitated by Hong Zhang, MA, MFT Associate, YWCA Golden Gate 
Silicon Valley
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Supportive Groups

Adjusting to a New Normal  
Thursdays, 7/1 – 7/29
The Coronavirus has changed many lives, and experts have suggested 
that life may not return to the “normal” we knew before the pandemic. It can 
be even more challenging to adapt to these ongoing changes while also 
facing obstacles related to aging. This support group is a safe place where 
you can share your experiences with adapting to life’s changing 
circumstances, discuss challenges related to aging, learn coping skills, and 
build resiliency.
Facilitated by Cassandra Dias and Jasmine Wilson, Masters 
Counseling Students, Palo Alto University, CA

Cancer Free Chat  
Mondays, 5/3 – 7/12
What was life like when you had cancer? How did you cope? We will talk 
about our experiences, practice strategies to build positive emotional 
health, and discuss ways in which we might increase awareness of cancer, 
and provide support to others. Open to all. 
Facilitated by Alayah Collins, Student, Tuskegee University, AL

Healing Hearts after Loss   
Mondays, 8/2 – 8/31
This group can help you begin making sense out of life and death; deal with 
the tasks of mourning; handle feelings of emptiness, confusion, and anger; 
start picking up the pieces of life again; begin healing the layers of loss in 
your life; celebrate and remember a life well-loved; forgive, hold onto hope 
and go on.    
Facilitated by Kim Tribulski, MSW

Grieving is Healing    
Saturday, 5/15
Tips, tools, techniques, support, hope and acceptance offered for any loss 
with generic grief letter. Experience how our grief stories contain seeds for 
our inner garden and blossom for new life. Learn how to deal with 
unresolved grief during this pandemic. 
Facilitated by Mario Lorenzo, Author, Eggs to Ashes
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Supportive Groups

Living with Chronic Pain  
Thursdays, 5/27 – 8/26
Do you or a loved one live with chronic pain?  Do you need to talk about 
your victories, defeats or struggles with living a quality life with chronic 
pain? Join a peer-led support group where everyone has an opportunity to 
share thoughts about living with chronic pain. Open to anyone living with 
chronic pain or their caregivers.
Facilitated by Tom Norris, Retired Air Force Lieutenant Colonel, and 
ACPA Facilitator

Living with Vision Loss 
Thursdays, 5/6 – 8/26 
Anyone can join this peer discussion group. It can be difficult for some 
people who lose some or all of their vision, since they have to give up 
driving and even reading. We share helpful tips to cope, and get support 
from people in the same situation. 
Facilitated by Anne Allen and Andy Andersen

Pet Loss Support
Sundays, 5/2, 6/6, 7/4, 8/1
A grief support group for those who have lost a beloved pet. Come share 
your stories of love and loss with people who understand this unique pain. 
Our pets mean so much to us; for some, they are constant companions 
and confidants, for others, they are necessary for daily life. But for all of us, 
they are family. We grieve deeply when they die.
Facilitated by Kevin Ringstaff, Grief Recovery Specialist, Founder 
www.PetCloud.pet

Solo and Smart 
Wednesdays, 5/26 – 6/9
Let’s be honest. If you’re living alone with few family members to rely on, 
confidence in our abilities to age well diminishes. Join us to learn creative 
ways to stay strong, connected, and supported as one deals with the 
obstacles of living alone at home.  
Facilitated by Carol Marak, Author, Solo and Smart (2021) Founder, 
Elder Orphan Facebook Group, CarolMarak.com
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Supportive Groups

Support 101 Taking care of YOU: Managing Stress and Independence
Wednesdays, 7/21 – 8/25
Do you feel overwhelmed? Do you feel stressed trying to balance your 
everyday activities? Taking care of yourself can help you take better care of 
your loved ones and help you feel better. This group will focus on self-care 
strategies that bring joy, health, and positivity in your life.
Facilitated by the University of New Hampshire Occupational Therapy 

Support/Discussion for the Blind 
Tuesdays, 5/25 – 8/31
This peer-led group offers a safe environment in which completely blind 
participants can share the challenges they face and the successes they 
experience. We will create a place to share our joys, fears, tears, and 
laughter.
Facilitated by Andy Andersen, M.S.

The Last Gift Box 
Mondays, 5/3 – 5/24
The Last Gift Box is a guide to decide how you wish to live and die, how to 
organize your papers, how to make medical decisions and who gets your 
treasures when you die. We will discuss the business of dying - where is 
your bank? Who has your car keys? Who gets grandma’s silver? Where 
does the dog go? And how to communicate and celebrate our dying. You 
decide all the aspects of your dying, death and send off. It’s “the rest of the 
story.”
Facilitated by Tina Kreitz, Author, The Last Gift Box, Your Present to 
Those Who Follow You, www.lastgiftbox.com
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Tech & Culture

Things You Didn’t Know Your iPhone Could Do 
5/28 
Many people use their iPhones to make calls, send text messages and 
take a few photos. However, our Apple iPhones are amazing devices. They 
offer many useful features that are largely hidden from everyday users. You 
will learn and explore eight useful functions found on your iPhones. Bring 
your fully-charged iPhone. Each session will include learning, 
demonstration and hands-on exploration.
Presented by Don Frederiksen, Founder and Principal, 
SeniorTechClub.com 

Decluttering and Downsizing: You Can’t Take it With You
6/4
Having too much stuff can impede people from relocating or getting health 
care into their homes. This engaging presentation explores why stuff is so 
important for some people and teaches practical, easy-to-follow tips on 
downsizing and decluttering. Learn how to get started! Presented by AARP 
California.
Presented by Kris Ritualo, AARP California Senior Program 
Specialist

HomeFit
6/11
AARP surveys consistently find that older adults want to remain in their 
current homes and communities for as long as possible. Yet barely one 
percent of the nation’s housing supply contains any “universal design” 
elements — such as single story living or a sink that can be reached from 
a wheelchair. That’s where AARP HomeFit comes in. Based on the free 
AARP HomeFit Guide, this presentation can help individuals and families 
make their current or future residence – or that of a loved one – their 
“lifelong home.”
Presented by Kris Ritualo, AARP California Senior Program 
Specialist

Fridays, 5/28 – 8/6 
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Tech & Culture

Artificial Intelligence to Witness and Prevent Falls 
6/18  
We know that falls are a top concern for seniors. SafelyYou utilizes artificial 
intelligence to empower fall prevention. AI-enabled cameras detect falls to 
notify care staff that assistance is needed. Review of fall video enables 
support staff with decision-making and root-cause analysis tools to help 
keep seniors out of the ER and reduce future falls. In fact, in senior living 
community bedrooms, the program is showing 40% fewer falls and 80% 
fewer ER visits from falls. Learn more at www.safely-you.com/finder.
Presenter: Laura Hastings, OTR/L, Director of Care Services, 
SafelyYou

Amazing Hi-Tech Gadgets & Gizmos
6/25
Computer and mobile technologies have ushered in incredible advances in 
virtually every aspect of our lives from safety, health care, and transportation 
to shopping, fitness, and the arts. Join us as we explore these new 
technologies, how you can use them, and the profound impact they have on 
society.  
Presented by Steve Lipson, Director, ElderTechAcademy.com

Staying Well AT Home - Assistive Technology (AT) for Your Physical, 
Mental and Social Well-Being
7/2
We will share low, mid and high-tech assistive technology (AT) tools to 
evade feelings of isolation and maintain physical and mental wellness 
during lockdown. We will discuss AT and Apps that can positively impact 
your well-being, provide entertainment resources, and tips on how you can 
socialize safely with loved ones, without risking your, or your loved one’s, 
safety.
Presented by Kathrine Crowley, Ability Tools, California Foundation 
for Independent Living Centers

Fridays, 5/28 – 8/6 
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Tech & Culture

Online Banking 
7/9   
Have you ever needed to visit your local bank but don’t have enough time, 
the line was too long, or something came up? Luckily, we can bank from 
the comfort of home. Whether viewing balances, transferring money, or 
paying bills, there are so many possibilities. Explore the world of online 
banking, including safety concerns.
Presented by Carlos Sivira Falcon, Digital Literacy Program 
Associate, Community Tech Network, CA and TX

California’s Master Plan for Aging  
7/16
We’ll learn about the making of California’s new Master Plan for Aging, and 
explore its five bold goals and strategies to build a California for all ages by 
2030. We’ll learn why the plan is considered a blueprint for state and local 
government, the private sector and communities themselves, and discuss 
what an individual’s role might be in creating communities where people of 
all ages and abilities are engaged, valued, and afforded equitable 
opportunities to thrive as we age. 
Presented by Wendy Peterson, Senior Services Coalition of Alameda 
County, CA

Reading Books with your Smartphone or Tablet 
7/23
Your smartphone or tablet is a great tool for reading ebooks. There are 
multiple apps for both Android and Apple devices including the Kindle app 
from Amazon, and the Libby and Cloud Library apps that allows you to 
borrow books from your local library for FREE. This class will review apps 
that you can use to read and listen to books.  Bring your fully-charged 
iPhone. Each session will include learning, demonstration and hands-on 
exploration.
Presented by Don Frederiksen, Founder and Principal, 
SeniorTechClub.com

Fridays, 5/28 – 8/6 
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Tech & Culture

Diversity is Life 
7/30   
Keller’s art work grew out of her love of writing, which she does every 
morning. She will share stories from her 2019 book, of how in the midst of 
the segregated culture of America, her diverse family not only survived, but 
thrives. Trying to stop her from marrying a Black man, Keller’s grandfather 
asked his daughter, “If you do not care about yourself, what about the 
children?” It didn’t stop the marriage. Keller lived with the question a 
lifetime and decided to write an answer to her grandfather. Her original 
artwork illustrate many of the chapters, using collages that are quilted with 
ink. 
Presented by Shirley A Blair Keller, Author, But What About the 
Children? Diversity is Life: A Memoir

A Dream Deferred 
8/6 
How do you create your second act, particularly if it’s something you’ve 
deferred for decades? Join us for a short documentary screening of My 
Little Hilton and a discussion with the filmmakers. After 25 years as an 
in-home caregiver, Gayle came to San Francisco to reignite the music 
career she gave up in her 20s to raise two kids on her own. Now in her 
60’s and balancing rehearsals and gigging, she struggles to find stable 
housing in the most expensive city in the country. When she finds a place 
in a Single Room Occupancy (SRO) hotel, she’s finally able to live the 
dream she’s had since she was a little girl. 
Presented by Todd Sills and Kevin Wong, Co-Directors and KarYin 
Tham, Producer

Fridays, 5/28 – 8/6 
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Facilitate a Group: If you like leading groups, facilitate for a few weeks, or months! Well 
Connected and Well Connected Español are looking for facilitators in English and Spanish. 
Scheduling is flexible, training and support are provided, and no travel is required!

Help with Accessibility: Record session materials for Well Connected and/or Well 
Connected Español from the comfort of home and provide accessible audio materials for 
low-vision and blind participants.

Be a Friendly Visitor: Call an older adult weekly for a friendly telephone visit and personal 
connection.

Volunteer with Us

Creative Spark: provides consultation, curriculum, and staff training for organizations and 
professionals working in engagement programs with older adults. 

Home Match: matches home owners and home seekers, in exchange for rent and/or 
services.  

Market Day: selling fresh produce at cost to older adults each week at various locations.   

Ruth’s Table: in San Francisco brings generations together through a combination of 
rotating gallery exhibitions, creative projects and community initiatives. 

Social Call: a one-on-one nationwide friendly visitor telephone program which fosters 
connections between volunteers and older adults. We create thoughtful matches based on 
shared interests and values, for weekly phone visits. Call (877) 797-7299, email: 
coviaconnections@covia.org or visit covia.org/services/social-call/.

Well Connected Español: Nationwide Spanish language phone and online groups. Call 
(877) 400-5867 or visit covia.org/services/well-connected/bien-conectado/.

Covia promotes and cultivates healthy communities for positive aging through an innovative 
continuum that actively supports the whole person. For more information about us, call 
(877) 797-7299, email: coviaconnections@covia.org or visit www.covia.org/services. 

Other Covia Programs
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welcome
inclusion
social justice

grace

gracia
bienvenida
inclusión
justicia social

Without Walls Network
Well Connected is part of a larger international Without 
Walls Network of programs providing older adults with 
endless opportunities to participate in activities and classes 
over the phone. Older adults across the United States are 
welcome to join the wonderful programs listed below. For 
more information, please contact each program directly.
  
  
DOROT University Without Walls 
(877) 819-9147 / dorotusa.org

Family Eldercare Lifetime Connections Without Walls 
(888) 500-6472 / familyeldercare.org

Mather Telephone Topics 
(888) 600-2560 / matherlifeways.com

Welcome and Inclusion
We are open to all seniors. In keeping with Covia’s values 
of welcome, inclusion, social justice and grace, Well 
Connected is committed to serving people regardless of 
race, ethnicity, sex, religion, national origin, political 
affiliation, sexual orientation, physical or cognitive abilities, 
gender identity, ancestry, military discharge status, marital 
status, size, source of income, housing status or any other 
protected classification.
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Other Resources
General Resources
• 2-1-1 or 211.org            

Free, national, confidential information and resources. 
• Eldercare Locater – eldercare.acl.gov or (800) 677-1116       

A public service of the U.S. Administration on Aging connecting older adults and their 
families to services. 

• Pet Resources - www.dogingtonpost.com

Vision Loss Resources
• Be My Eyes – bemyeyes.com            

A free app that connects blind and low-vision people with sighted volunteers and 
company representatives for visual assistance through a live video call. 

• VisionAware – visionaware.org           
Online resources for adults with vision loss, their families, friends, and the providers. 

Connection Resources
• CONNECT2AFFECT – connect2affect.org         

Online resources and information to help evaluate isolation risk, reach out to others who 
may be feeling lonely and disengaged, and find practical ways to reconnect.

• The Friendship Line – (800) 971-0016          
National 24-hour support for seniors. 

Intergenerational Resources
• Encore.org – info@encore.org
• Generations United – gu.org

Technology Resources
• AARP – aarp.org/home-family/personal-technology 
• Communitytechnetwork.org  – internet access and digital literacy training 
• Cyberseniors.org – intergenerational webinars and tech training
• EveryoneOn.org – low-cost internet, device and training offers
• National Digital Equity Center – digitalequitycenter.org     

Classes, digital inclusion, articles, fees may apply
• Oats.org and seniorplanet.org  - Online classes, in-person locations, articles
• SeniorFusion.org – info@seniorfusion.org (510) 531-6104    

Innovative technology for seniors, info and consulting, fees apply
• Teeniors.com – (505) 600-1275 or teeniors@gmail.com    

Intergenerational tech consulting, fees apply
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Donations

To make a donation online, please visit:  covia.org/giving 

To make a donation by mail, make checks payable to:  
      
 

To discuss estate planning options, please contact: 

Covia Foundation (Please note “Well Connected” on the check)   
2185 N. California Blvd., Suite 215 
Walnut Creek, CA 94596 

Katharine Miller, Executive Director, Covia Foundation 
(925) 956-7414 or kmiller@covia.org

Your generous donation can help make Well Connected an even greater success.

Gratitude for Generous Support
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Well Connected has been a lifeline for 
many people facing increased social 
isolation from the quarantines during 
the last year.   As the pandemic ebbs, 
Well Connected will continue to be a 
vital resource for those who need to 
share, laugh and engage with others as 
our communities gradually open up.”
John Woodward
CEO of Front Porch

“

Dear Kevin,
Thank you for being such a tremendous 
champion of Community Services.  Under 
your leadership, our connection programs 
were granted the support we needed to 
expand our reach, our creativity, and our 
impact to thousands of older adults 
throughout California and throughout the 
country.  On behalf of all Community 
Service staff, participants, facilitators, and 
volunteers, we appreciate you and 
everything you have done throughout your 
career to foster meaningful connection. 
Enjoy your retirement, you will be missed!

Kevin Gerber 
President & CEO of Covia 2006 - 2021 

Pictured on the Cover: (clockwise from top right)
Sheppard & Kevin
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